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a b s t r a c t

Photoelectrodes that are efficient, highly stable, made from low cost materials and easily prepared using
inexpensive techniques are required for commercially viable solar photoelectrochemical (PEC) water-
splitting technology. Hematite is one of few materials that is being considered for this application. In this
work, bare hematite thin films prepared by spray pyrolysis were systematically optimized following a
design of experiments approach. A response surface methodology was applied to factors: (i) sprayed
volume of solution; (ii) temperature of the glass substrate during the deposition; and (iii) time gap
between sprays and the optimized operating conditions obtained were v¼42 mL, T¼425 °C and t¼35 s.
The optimized hematite photoelectrode showed a photocurrent density of ca. 0.94 mA cm�2 at 1.45 VRHE,
without dopants or co-catalysts, which is remarkable for a thin film of ca. 19 nm. The stability of this
photoelectrode was assessed over 1000 h of PEC operation under 1-sun of simulated sunlight. A record-
breaking result was obtained with no evidences of hematite film degradation neither of current density
loss. These results open the door to turn PEC cells into a competitive technology in the solar fuel
economy.

& 2016 Published by Elsevier Ltd.
1. Introduction

Due to the world increasing of population and industrialization
the total power consumption is expected to increase up to 30 TW
by 2050; fossil fuels, which currently provide about 85% of man-
kind energy supply, will be unable to keep up this demand [1,2].
Moreover, in the last few years the consumption of fossil fuels
never stopped growing and this behavior is projected for the next
decades [3]. As side effects, global warming consequences, natural
resources depletion and global health deterioration are expected
to be gradually intensified. Thus, it is crucial to develop alternative
and environmentally friendly technologies to efficiently harvest
energy from renewable sources [4]. Solar energy is believed to be a
potential solution for sustainable energy use, since it can realisti-
cally be implemented on a large scale to supply the current world
energy demand [5]. However, concerning to the intermittent
nature of solar irradiance, technologies that convert sunlight into
storable forms of energy, namely into fuels, are needed. Hydrogen
has been considered a sustainable green fuel for the future when
used as feedstock of fuel cells [6]. Therefore, the efficient solar
photoelectrochemical (PEC) water splitting to produce storable
hydrogen is a critical research area [7,8].

A typical PEC cell consists of a light-absorbing photoelectrode
and a counter-electrode immersed in an aqueous electrolyte so-
lution. The main component of a PEC device is the semiconductor,
which converts incident photons to electron–hole pairs when
exposed to sunlight. The key requirements for a semiconductor
photoelectrode are: (i) efficient absorption of visible light; (ii)
suitable band edge positions for hydrogen and oxygen evolutions;
(iii) high photopotential efficiency; (iv) good charge transport;
(v) low kinetic overpotentials; and (vi) high stability in aqueous
electrolyte solutions [9]. Considering an n-type semiconductor,
holes exhibit oxidation potential while the electrons are trans-
ferred over the external circuit to the counter-electrode (cathode)
to promote the water reduction into hydrogen. In alkaline med-
ium, water reduction ions generated at the cathode, OH� , diffuse
back to the semiconductor surface (photoanode) to react with
holes and produce oxygen [10].

In 1972, Fujishima and Honda were the first authors to report
the splitting of water in a PEC cell using a TiO2 photoanode under
UV light [11]. Since then, many research efforts have been made to
find a suitable material for preparing stable and high-performance
photoelectrodes [12,13]. Numerous metal oxide semiconductors
have been tested for PEC photoanodes and hematite (α-Fe2O3) is
emerging as one of the most promising materials [12,13]. Hematite
offers a favorable combination of good visible light absorption (up
to 590 nm), excellent chemical stability, non-toxicity, abundance
and low price [15,16]. Additionally, with a small band gap of ca.
2.1 eV, it can reach a high thermodynamic solar-to-hydrogen (STH)
conversion efficiency of 14–17%, which corresponds to a photo-
current generation of 11–14 mA cm�2 under standard air mass
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the spray pyrolysis setup for hematite
deposition.
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(AM) 1.5 G illumination (100 mW cm�2) [12,14]. Nevertheless,
while its valence band is well positioned to oxidize water, the
conduction band is too low for water reduction to hydrogen and so
a bias has to be applied to accomplish water splitting. Since the
ideal PEC system should work without an external bias, a combi-
nation of two or more semiconductors, e.g. a photocathode [15] or
a photovoltaic (PV) cell [16,17] in a tandem arrangement, would
overcome this drawback. Despite all these advantages, the high
rate of electron–hole recombination and the short hole diffusion
length of hematite (2–4 nm) are the major factors limiting the STH
efficiency [18].

The first study on hematite ability for water photolysis was
published in 1976 by Hardee and Bard [19]. These authors found
hematite to be highly stable in neutral and alkaline electrolytes
solutions. Presently, the main ongoing studies on hematite con-
cern: (i) improvement of generated photocurrent density by
morphology optimization and doping; (ii) improvement of gen-
erated photopotential minimizing the hole–electron recombina-
tion, especially at the photoelectrode surface; and (iii) reduction of
the electrochemical activation overpotential using, e.g. co-catalysts
[20,21]. However, stability/long-term performance of the photo-
electrode is also of critical importance. Most reports assess lifetime
of semiconductors during less than 24 h. Only few semiconductor-
liquid junction (SCLJ) devices demonstrated to display stabilities of
more than 1 day [22].

The performance of hematite photoanodes is very sensitive to
the deposition method, either in terms of efficiency and stability.
Innovative ways to control the morphology should be developed
to optimize the hematite feature size/film thickness and crystals
structure at nanometer length scale [23]. There are many deposi-
tion methods reported to deposit hematite: (i) solution-based
colloidal [24]; (ii) electrochemical iron oxide nanostructuring; (iii)
spray pyrolysis [25]; (iv) atmospheric pressure chemical vapor
deposition (APCVD) [26]; (v) physical vapor deposition (PVD) [27];
and (vi) atomic layer deposition (ALD) [18]. Table S1 (available in
the Supplementary material – SM) reviews the hematite photo-
anodes literature, indicating the preparation techniques and the
obtained photoresponse and stability. Recently, Tan et al. [28] re-
ported a new record-breaking of ca. 5.70 mA cm�2 at 1.23 VRHE

with Ru-doped α-Fe2O3 nanorods films. This highly photoactive
material was prepared by deposition of the [Ru(acac)3]-treated
presynthesized ultrathin α-FeOOH nanorods precursors onto FTO
substrates via a doctor blading process and followed by annealing
at 700 °C in air, showing a film thickness of 500 nm. However, the
preparation of hematite thin films is desirable considering their
charge transport limitation, i.e. thin films should minimize the
recombination losses while light absorption is adaptable by the
nanostructure thickness. Indeed, spray pyrolysis and ALD are the
techniques that allow to deposit thinner films with good uni-
formity and photocurrent performance.

In the present study, hematite thin films were prepared by
spray pyrolysis exhibiting high performance and great reproduci-
bility, which is crucial for future industrial applications. The pre-
pared hematite thin films revealed to be highly stable producing
ca. 0.94 mA cm�2 at 1.45 VRHE over 1000 h of sunlight exposure
(AM 1.5 G, 100 mW cm�2) in a 1.0 M NaOH electrolyte solution.
2. Experimental section

2.1. Hematite photoanodes preparation

The synthesized materials were prepared by spray pyrolysis in
an in-house assembled setup consisting of: (i) spray pyrolysis
chamber; (ii) automatic syringe pump; (iii) liquid and air feeding
system; (iv) spray nozzle and its control system; (v) heating plate
and its control system – Fig. 1. The spray nozzle (Spraying Systems
Co. model SU J4B-SS) was fed with an ethanolic solution of iron
(iron (III) acetylacetonate – Fe(AcAc)3) and mixed with com-
pressed air, directing the spray to the substrates at ca. 2 bar. An
automatic syringe pump (Cronus programmable Sigma 2000 C,
SMI-Labhut Ltd., UK) was used to deliver 1 mL of 10 mM of
Fe(AcAc)3 (99.9%, Aldrich) in EtOH (99.5%, Aga) to the spray head,
at a flowrate of 12 mL min�1 (spray length of 5 s). The heated
plate, 18�18 cm2, displayed a uniform surface temperature
regulated up to 550 °C. The substrates were placed on the heated
plate at constant temperature; a range of 400–500 °C was tested.
After the spray deposition, the hematite samples were air-an-
nealed for 30 min at 550 °C, before being cooled down to the room
temperature. This setup allows depositing homogeneous films up
to 10�10 cm2. For each set of parameters tested, three samples
were prepared to assess the reproducibility.

The photoanodes were prepared on 2.2 mm thick,
7Ω square�1

fluorine-doped tin oxide (FTO) coated glass sub-
strates (Solaronix, Switzerland). The glasses were adequately
cleaned as described elsewhere [29]. A TEOS (tetraethyl orthosili-
cate) pre-treatment was also performed to allow better Fe2O3 film
organization, reducing the interfacial strain between the FTO layer
and the hematite crystals and, consequently, a photoactivity re-
sponse improvement [30]. The FTO-glass substrates were heated
at 450 °C and ca. 1.5 mL of a diluted TEOS solution (10% volume in
ethanol) were hand-sprayed with a glass atomizer onto the heated
substrates. These samples were cooled down before heating again
to deposit the hematite film.

2.2. Response surface methodology

According to literature [31,32], the deposition of hematite films
by spray pyrolysis technique strongly depends on several operat-
ing parameters. An optimization procedure is necessary to obtain
the best operating conditions and, therefore, to develop an effi-
cient and stable photoanode. This optimization was done using a
response surface methodology implemented in a commercial
software (JMP 8.0.2, SAS software). This method combines math-
ematical and statistic tools for studying effective way processes
where responses are dependent on several operating variables
[33]. In this work the central composite design method was con-
sidered for fitting the obtained second order models. The selected



Table 1
Central composite design factors and their respective levels.

Factor Symbol Level

�1 0 1

v/mL x1 30 45 60
T/°C x2 400 450 500
t/s x3 30 45 60
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response variable was the photocurrent density (J, in mA cm�2)
generated by the prepared material at a bias potential of 1.45 VRHE.

Several preliminary tests were performed to assess the influ-
ence of different operating conditions on the performance of the
bare hematite photoanodes. The deposition parameters selected
for optimization were: (i) sprayed solution volume (v); (ii) tem-
perature of the glass substrate during the deposition (T); and (iii)
time gap between sprays (t) – Table 1. The following parameters
were set constant: (i) concentration of the iron solution was
10 mM; (ii) distance of the spray head to the sample was 20 cm
and; (iii) annealing temperature was 550 °C.

For generating the design matrices, dimensionless (coded)
factors (Xi), ranging from �1 to þ1 were used. These factors are
computed from their actual values (xi), middle value and the semi-
variation interval according to [34]:
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2.3. Electrochemical characterization

A PEC cell device known as “cappuccino” was chosen to per-
form the electrochemical characterization of the prepared hema-
tite photoanodes [35]. This cell was filled with a 1.0 M NaOH
(25 °C, pH¼13.6) electrolyte solution in which the photoelectrode
was immersed. The surface area illuminated was ca. 0.5 cm2 de-
fined by an external mask. A standard three-electrode configura-
tion was used: Ag/AgCl/Sat KCl electrode (Metrohm, Switzerland)
used as a reference electrode, 99.9% pure platinum wire (Alfa
Aesars, Germany) as counter-electrode and hematite photoanodes
as working electrodes.

2.3.1. Photocurrent–voltage (J–V) measurements
J–V characteristic curves were obtained applying an external

potential bias to the cell and measuring the generated photo-
current using a ZENNIUM workstation (Zahner Elektrik, Germany)
controlled by Thales software package (Thales Z 2.0). The applied
potential bias was reported as a function of the reversible hydro-
gen electrode (RHE). The measurements were performed at room
temperature in dark and under 1-sun simulated sunlight, at a scan
rate of 10 mV s�1 between 0.8 and 1.8 VRHE. A class B solar simu-
lator equipped with a 150 W Xe lamp (Oriel, Newport, USA) and an
AM 1.5 G filter (100 mW cm�2; Newport, USA) was used and the
light beam was calibrated with a c-Si photodiode (Newport, USA).

2.3.2. Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) measurements
EIS analyses were performed applying a small potential sinu-

soidal perturbation to the system. The amplitude and the phase
shift of the resulting current response was recorded using also the
ZENNIUM workstation. The frequency range was 0.1 Hz to 100 kHz
and the amplitude 10 mV. The measurements were carried out in
dark conditions and the range of the applied potential was equal to
that of the photocurrent measurements (0.8–1.8 VRHE) with a step
of 50 mV. An appropriate electrical analog was then fitted to
the EIS spectra using the ZView software (Scribner Associates
Inc., USA).

2.3.3. Stability measurements
During stability tests hematite photoanodes were continuously

submitted to simulated solar irradiance (100 mW cm�2, AM 1.5 G)
at 1.45 VRHE. The photocurrent density response was monitored as
a function of time using an AUTOLAB electrochemical station
(Metrohm Autolab B.V., Netherlands). The lamp power used was a
Plasma-I AS1300 light engine (Plasma International, Germany)
equipped with a standard sulfur lamp (SS0); a c-Si photodiode was
used for calibration. The photocurrent history of the prepared
hematite photoanodes was assessed over 1000 h.

2.4. Determination of intrinsic solar to chemical conversion
efficiency

Rothschild et al. [36] proposed the intrinsic solar to chemical
(ISTC) conversion efficiency model, obtained from the photo-
current density–voltage (J–V) characteristic curves in the dark and
under illumination. Briefly, this parameter indicates the efficiency
of the photoanode in converting photonic energy into chemical
energy used for oxidizing water. Thus, the ISTC efficiency of the
photoanode is given by [36]:
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where ηel is the electrolysis efficiency, Jphoto is the generated
photocurrent, Vphoto is the correspondent photopotential and Udark

is the potential that must be applied to the photoanode in order to
reach the respective current in the dark [36]. After computing the
photocurrent (Jphoto) and photopotential (Vphoto) from J–V curves,
the photocurrent as a function of the photopotential was drawn to
obtain the intrinsic photovoltaic characteristics of the photoanode.
The intrinsic photovoltaic power (P) of the photoanode is the
product of photocurrent to the photopotential; by plotting it ver-
sus photopotential, the maximum power point (MPP) can be ob-
tained and also the respective potential (VMPP) and current (JMPP).

2.5. Structural characterization

2.5.1. Film thickness determination
UV–visible absorption data were used to estimate the hematite

samples thickness. Since there is a similarity in the shape of the
spectra for all samples, their thicknesses can be estimated as-
suming a Lambertian absorption behavior:

α( − ) = − ·ℓ ( )Aln 1 3

where A is the absorbance, α is the hematite absorbance coeffi-
cient (44 nm)�1 at 400 nm [37] and ℓ is the thickness of the he-
matite film in nanometers. An UV–vis–NIR spectrophotometer
(Shimadzu Scientific Instruments Inc., model UV-3600, Kyoto) was
used to obtain the absorbance of the prepared hematite samples. It
was decided to measure the reflectance and transmittance of all
samples and then to calculate the absorbance by subtracting both
to the incident radiation. Finally, the absorbance was corrected by
subtracting the FTO glass absorbance (control).

2.5.2. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) characterization
SEM was used to obtain information on the morphology and

surface topography of the prepared materials. The morphology of
the hematite films was characterized using a high-resolution
scanning electron microscope (Quanta 400 FEG, FEI Company,
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USA); the analyses were made at CEMUP (Centro de Materiais da
Universidade do Porto). The acceleration voltage was 15 keV while
an in-lens detector was employed with a working distance of
about 10 mm. The surface of fresh and aged samples was ex-
amined in order to identify and analyse modifications in their
surface morphology.

2.5.3. X-ray diffraction (XRD) characterization
XRD analysis was carried out in a PANalytical X'Pert MPD

(Spectris plc, England) equipped with an X'Celerator detector and
secondary monochromator (Cu Kα λ¼0.154 nm, 40 kV, 30 mA;
data recorded at a 0.017 step size, 100 s step�1). Rietveld refine-
ment with Powder-Cell software was used to identify the crys-
tallographic phases from the XRD diffraction patterns.

2.6. Electrolyte characterization

2.6.1. Inductively coupled plasma (ICP) technique
ICP-AES (atomic emission spectroscopy) technique was used to

determine the concentration of iron in the NaOH electrolyte so-
lution used in the stability test. Electrolyte samples of ca. 50 cm3

were tested.

Fig. 2. Parity plot of experimental vs. predicted photocurrent values for the pre-
pared hematite samples.
3. Results and discussion

3.1. Response surface methodology

A design of experiments (DoE) approach was used to optimize
the bare hematite deposition. Table S2 shows the experiments
plan generated by the DoE software; a second order polynomial
equation was fitted to the obtained results:
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where y is the process response, Xi are the dimensionless process
factors, a0 is the interception coefficient, ai are the coefficients
related to the dimensionless factors Xi, aij correspond to the cross
interaction between different factors and aii are the coefficients
related to the quadratic effects (curvature).

A standard least squares analysis was performed and the p-
values (Prob4F) were used to assess the relevance of each factor
to the process response. Smaller p-values correspond to the higher
significance factors, i.e., p-valueso0.05 indicate that the para-
meter has a relevant effect on the response with a confidence level
of more than 95%. A factor has a marginal effect on the model
response when 0.05op-valueo0.15 and should be neglected if p-
values40.15 [33]. Following these criteria the final model is:
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The fitting model was used to predict the photocurrent density
obtained at 1.45 VRHE. Fig. 2 shows the corresponding parity plot.

The parity plot indicates a quite good agreement of the empirical
model to the experimental values, which is also confirmed by the
high correlation coefficient (R2¼0.91) of the fitting model. The em-
pirical model was then used to study the influence of each operating
parameter on the photocurrent density – Fig. 3. Based on the inter-
polating model, the operating conditions that give the highest pho-
tocurrent density at 1.45 VRHE, J¼(0.9070.06) mA cm�2, are the
following: v¼42 mL, T¼425 °C and t¼35 s. A new deposition was
then performed using these optimal conditions and the prepared
hematite samples showed an average photocurrent density of
(0.9470.04) mA cm�2, in line with the empirical model. The film
thickness of the optimized sample, estimated from Eq. (3), was ca.
(18.870.1) nm; the literature refers that a film thickness of ca.
(20.072.2) nm maximizes the internal quantum yield [38].

3.2. J–V characteristic curves

The performance of the bare hematite photoanodes was as-
sessed based on the photocurrent–voltage (J–V) curves in dark and
under simulated solar illumination (AM 1.5 G, 100 mW cm�2,
25 °C) conditions. The characteristic curves of each photoanode
sample are summarized in Table S3 – Supplementary material. The
replicated curves differ less than 10% from each other.

The J–V characteristic curve for the best performing hematite
sample prepared at the optimized conditions is shown in Fig. 4a.
Under dark conditions the current steeply increased for a potential
higher than 1.66 VRHE, indicating the electrochemical water oxi-
dation onset potential. Under sunlight conditions the sample
showed an onset potential at 0.95 VRHE and photocurrent densities
of ca. 0.67 mA cm�2 at the potential of reversible oxygen electrode
(1.23 VRHE) and ca. 0.94 mA cm�2 at 1.45 VRHE. These performance
values represent one of the highest photocurrents ever reported
for bare hematite photoanodes. To date, the best performing he-
matite photoanode was reported by Tan et al. [28] for Ru-doped
α-Fe2O3 nanorod films; however, the bare hematite sample (pre-
pared by doctor blading method and then annealed at 750 °C)
showed a low photocurrent of ca. 0.31 mA cm�2 at 1.23 VRHE.
Among hematite samples prepared by spray pyrolysis, the present
result is ca. 65% greater [30].

From the J–V plots, the intrinsic power characteristics of the
photoelectrode were then obtained as reported elsewhere [36].
First, the photocurrent (Jphoto) and photopotential (Vphoto) were
determined from the difference between the light and dark cur-
rents and potentials, respectively. After computing these para-
meters, the Jphoto was plotted as a function of the Vphoto to obtain
the photocurrent density measured under short-circuit conditions
(Jsc) and the open-circuit photopotential (Voc) – Fig. 4b. Conse-
quently, the intrinsic photovoltaic power (P) of the photoanode,
which is given by the product of Jphoto by Vphoto, was plotted versus
Vphoto (Fig. 4c). The potential applied to the photoanode under
light, Ulight, is also shown in secondary y axis of these figures vs.
Vphoto. Thus, the optimized hematite photoelectrode reached a



Fig. 3. Predicted photocurrent density (J) as a function of: (a) sprayed solution volume (v) and temperature of the glass substrate during the deposition (T) for a time gap
between sprays of 45 s (t); (b) v and t for T¼450 °C; (c) t and T for v¼45 mL.
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maximum power of 0.43 %, showing that this sample generated an
electric power of 0.43 mW cm�2 from the solar-simulated light
power of 100 mW cm�2. At this point, the photoanode delivers the
highest power with VMPP¼0.54 V by applying a potential, Ulight, of
ca. 1.30 VRHE. A fill factor of 50.55% at the maximum power point
was obtained; fill factor values of less than 40% are generally ob-
served with hematite photoelectrodes [36,38].

The intrinsic solar to chemical (ISTC) conversion efficiency of
the photoanode was computed from Eq. (2) and it was plotted in
Fig. 4d as a function of the generated photocurrent density, Jphoto.
The ISTC efficiency reached a maximum of ca. 0.29% at JMPP

¼0.80 mA cm�2; this defines the optimal conditions for operating
the PEC cell. This photocurrent could only be obtained in the dark
at a potential of 1.85 VRHE (see Fig. 4a) meaning that the simulated
solar light power saved 0.54 V from the external power source, i.e.,
a power of 0.43 mW cm�2 (0.54� JMPP). Therefore, the conversion
efficiency of the electrolysis reaction (ηelE1.23/Udark¼66.4%)
reduced the electric power saved, which is the light-induced



Fig. 4. (a) J–V characteristic curves obtained in the dark (dashed blue line) and under simulated solar illumination (AM 1.5 G, 100 mW cm�2, solid blue line) and the
generated photocurrent, Jphoto ( ). (b) Photocurrent ( ) as a function of the photopotential. (c) Intrinsic photovoltaic power ( ) as a function of the photopotential. (d) ISTC
efficiency ( ) as a function of the photocurrent density. The secondary y axis on the right of the plots (b), (c) and (d) shows the potential (Ulight) that was applied to the
photoanode by the potentiostat, under light.
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contribution to the chemical power produced by the photoanode
of ca. 0.29 mW cm�2 (66.4%�0.43 mW cm�2).

3.3. Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy

The electrochemical impedance measurements were per-
formed in the dark and using a three-electrode configuration. In
this configuration the potential is measured with respect to a fixed
reference potential, short-circuited with the Pt counter-electrode.
This enables the detailed study of the electrochemical phenomena
occurring at the interface between photoelectrode and electrolyte.
Herein, the EIS data were analyzed based on the Randles electrical
analog circuit [18]. This electrical analog comprises a series re-
sistance (RSeries) and a simple resistor–capacitor (RC) element as-
signed to the semiconductor/electrolyte charge transfer resistance,
RCT, together with bulk capacitance, CBulk – Fig. 5a. The corre-
spondent impedance parameters (RSeries, RCT and Cbulk) are pre-
sented in Supplementary material – Fig. S1.

For using the Mott–Schottky model two main assumptions
must be guaranteed: (i) the space charge (CSC) and Helmholtz (CH)
capacitances can only be fitted as a single capacitance, the so-
called CBulk, since the contribution of the double layer capacitance
to the total capacitance would be negligible (2–3 orders of mag-
nitude larger); and (ii) the fitting should be made at the high
frequency range of the impedance spectra, in the order of kHz [37].
Then, the flat band potential, VFB, and the donor density, ND, were
obtained from Eq. (6):
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where ε0 is the vacuum permittivity (8.85�10�12 C V�1 m�1), εr
is the dielectric constant of the semiconductor (assumed to be 80
for undoped hematite photoanodes [31]), q is the elementary
charge, A is the active area, k is the Boltzmann constant, T is the
absolute temperature, and VE is the applied potential. Plotting −CBulk

2

as a function of the applied bias potential, a straight line was ob-
tained in the linear region of the plot, from 0.80 to 1.40 VRHE, as
shown in Fig. 5b. ND value was determined from the slope of this
line, while the VFB value was obtained extrapolating the inter-
ception of the straight line with the axis of the applied potential.
From Eq. (6), VFB¼0.54 VRHE and ND¼2.42�1018 cm�3. These
values are in good agreement with the ones found in the litera-
ture; consistent values of VFB from 0.40 to 0.60 VRHE and ND on the
order of 1017 to 1021 cm�3 have been reported for undoped and
heavily doped hematite samples, respectively [20]. Thus, the ob-
tained value for the donor density confirmed that the pre-treat-
ment with TEOS before spraying the ultra-thin Fe2O3 layer is not



Fig. 5. (a) Energy diagram of the semiconductor/electrolyte interface and the electrical circuit analog used to fit the impedance measurements in the dark of the optimized
hematite sample. (b) Mott–Schottky analysis: the inverse of the square bulk capacitance (CBulk) is plotted vs. the applied bias potential.
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acting as a doping agent.

3.4. Long-term stability

Recent studies have increasingly mentioned the importance of
obtaining highly stable photoelectrodes as a critical objective to
achieve commercial viability of photoelectrochemical hydrogen
production devices [39]. Therefore, the stability of the optimized
hematite sample was evaluated during a period of 1000 h under a
bias potential of 1.45 VRHE and simulated solar illumination
(100 mW cm�2). The photocurrent history is plotted in Fig. 6. The
photocurrent density values, obtained every 48 h, are presented in
Table S4 (Supplementary material).

From Fig. 6 it can be concluded that the optimized hematite
sample is stable over 1000 h (approximately 42 days) with an
average photocurrent density of ca. 0.95 mA cm�2. To the best
knowledge of the authors there are no published results for
Fig. 6. Polarization curve of the optimized hematite samples prepared by spray
pyrolysis (solid blue line) obtained under a constant bias of 1.45 VRHE and simulated
solar illumination (100 mW cm�2).

Fig. 7. J–V characteristics of the optimized hematite sample prepared by spray
pyrolysis, before starting the stability test, 0 h ( ), and after 500 h ( ) and 1000 h
( ), in the dark (dashed lines) and under simulated solar illumination conditions
(AM 1.5 G, 100 mW cm�2, solid lines).
stability of hematite photoanodes for such long period.
Fig. 7 shows the J–V characteristic curves obtained before per-

forming the stability test and after 500 and 1000 h of simulated
sunlight exposure; no significant differences were observed for the
response under light conditions. On the other hand, the dark
current onset potential shifted slightly to lower potentials, which
may be related to increased FTO areas exposed to electrolyte
[37,40,41]. Fig. 8 shows SEM images and EDS analyses of the fresh
and aged hematite photoelectrode.

Fig. 8 confirms that the optimized hematite photoanode dis-
plays a very uniform surface fully covering the underneath FTO
layer. The film growth follows a layer-plus-island growth, known
as a Stranski–Krastanov mode [42,43]. The morphology is in
straight agreement with previous hematite structures deposited
by spray pyrolysis [44]. No significant differences are observed
between the fresh and aged sample (see Fig. 8c and d, respec-
tively). Moreover, the global EDS analyses are also similar, as



Fig. 8. Top view SEM images and EDS analyses of the optimized hematite film before [left-side] and after [right-side] the stability (1000 h).
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shown in Fig. 8e and f. This behavior was not observed for he-
matite samples prepared using non-optimized preparation con-
ditions. For example, a sample prepared with parameters
v¼70 mL, T¼450 °C and t¼45 s showed a photocurrent density of
ca. 0.62 mA cm�2 at 1.45 VRHE. After a stability test of 168 h the
dark current onset potential increased 150 mV and the SEM
images of the photoelectrode showed hematite free areas – whiter
regions at Fig. S2 (Supplementary material).

X-ray diffraction (XRD) analyses (Fig. S2 – Supplementary
material) of the optimized photoelectrode sample showed a very
broad peak along the (110) plane found at 35.5° (reference pattern
number: 01-085-0599) [24]. Since the hematite film is very thin,
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ca. 19 nm, the XRD diffraction pattern should superimpose the FTO
background. However, above 550 °C β-FeOOH phase originates
α-Fe2O3 [45] and according to Kment et al. [46] highly oriented
films along the (110) direction should be obtained, which facilitate
electron transport in the hematite photoanodes. After the 1000 h
stability period no significant changes in the film crystallinity were
observed.

The electrolyte solution used in the stability test was also ana-
lyzed by inductively coupled plasma (ICP) spectroscopy; a fresh
electrolyte sample was also analyzed as control. Since an iron con-
centration of ca. 88 μg L�1 was detected in the control, the results
were merely supportive of the film corrosion hypothesis. The elec-
trolyte used in the aging test showed an iron concentration of ca.
143 μg L�1 suggesting minimal material detachment from the film
surface, probably resulting from the mechanical erosion by the
oxygen evolution. Literature reports considerably high iron con-
centration increase during the aging tests; for example, Mendes et al.
[40] reported an increase of 1 mg L�1 only after 72 h of aging.
4. Conclusion

The present work focused on improving the performance
(photocurrent density and stability) of hematite photoanodes
using a design of experiments approach. The optimized prepara-
tion parameters were: (i) amount of volume solution sprayed (v);
(ii) temperature of the glass substrate during the deposition (T);
and (iii) time gap between sprays (t). The set of preparation con-
ditions found to maximize the photocurrent density were:
v¼42 mL, T¼425 °C and t¼35 s. The optimized hematite film
showed a photocurrent density of ca. 0.94 mA cm�2 at 1.45 VRHE, a
fill factor of 50.55% and an intrinsic solar to chemical conversion
efficiency of ca. 0.29%. SEM analysis confirmed the full surface
coverage with well-organized and uniform crystals. The deposited
hematite film by spray pyrolysis showed a thickness of ca. 18.8 nm.
X-ray diffraction detected only pure α-Fe2O3 phase, with the (110)
preferential orientation.

One of the most important contributions of this work is the
long-term stability study. The prepared hematite photoanode
generated a constant photoresponse over 1000 h under simulated
sunlight exposure. SEM, EDS, XRD and ICP analyses confirmed the
stability of the prepared hematite sample.
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